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VOXI Earth Modelling - Running a Magnetic Vector Inversion
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Running a Magnetic Vector Inversion
Overview
This document describes how to run a Magnetic Vector Inversion (MVI). It focuses
solely on the functionality in the VOXI Earth Modelling interface and assumes that
you are familiar with the Oasis montaj environment.
In this example, you will:
Create a new VOXI session from a polygon
Add data to the model
Model the data using the MVI option
Compare the results with the modelled susceptibility counterpart

Introduction
In the majority of voxel-based inversions, it is assumed that the magnetic response
arises entirely from magnetic induction. In these cases, reliable and fast results can
be obtained using the conventional magnetic inversion; however, if remanent
magnetization is suspected or when dealing with low magnetic latitudes, more
reliable results can be achieved by modelling both the field direction and its
magnitude. Magnetization Vector Inversion (MVI) incorporates both remanent and
induced magnetization without any prior knowledge of the direction or strength of
remanent magnetization.
Failure to account for remanent magnetization in 3D voxel-based inversion can lead
to misleading interpretations. Particularly in low magnetic latitudes, the error in the
modelled volume can be in the order of kilometres. The MVI technique is much
more computationally intensive than modelling induced magnetization, and should
be applied when remanence is suspected, or when working in low latitudes.
To demonstrate the use of the MVI technique, you will use magnetic data from
Goias, Brazil. The data has been provided by Paterson, Grant & Watson and is part
of the Brazil Magnetic Mapping Project compilation (CPRM1012). The following are
the survey specifications:
Grid cell size = 200 m
Flight Line Spacing = 1 km
Flying Direction = 0 ° N
Flying Height = 150 m MTC
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For the purpose of this How-To Guide, the data has been upward continued by 150
metres to smooth the data.
The data can be downloaded here. Please refer to the README.txt file for a
description of the files and where to save them.
The required input files for calculating the MVI model of a given geophysical dataset
are:
A polygon defining the area.
Either a grid or a database of the observed magnetic field data; in this example,
you will use a grid. The grid must have a projected coordinate system defined.
A Digital Elevation Model (DEM) grid covering the area of interest.
Either a grid or a channel of the observation datum.
You will begin by creating a new project and loading the VOXI menu.
To load the VOXI menu:
1. Start Oasis montaj and create a new project in the VOXI Magnetic Vector
Inversion Data folder named VOXI.gpf.
2. From the GX menu, select Load Menu.
The Load Menu window opens.
3. Select voxi.omn and click Open.
The VOXI menu is added to your menu bar.

New VOXI from Polygon
VOXI offers two approaches for defining the area of interest (AOI): you can either
use a polygon file that defines the outline of your area, or you can supply a
georeferenced voxel model compiled from other sources, the outline of which will
be automatically calculated. In this example, you will use a supplied polygon file.
To create a new VOXI session from a polygon:
1. From the VOXI Magnetic Vector Inversion Data folder, open the Goias.map
file in your Oasis montaj project.
Notice the typical large magnetic features in this area. This document focuses
on modelling one of these features, outlined by the white polygon. The feature is
a distinct magnetic high containing a central relative low, bordered by a strong
magnetic low on its south-east flank.
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New VOXI from Polygon

Figure 1.1 Goias map

2. From the VOXI menu, select New VOXI from Polygon.
The New VOXI from Polygon dialog box opens.
Figure 1.2 New VOXI from Polygon dialog box

3. For VOXI name, enter MVI.
4. For the Polygon file, click the Browse button

.

5. From the VOXI Magnetic Vector Inversion Data folder, select Intrusives.ply
and click Open.
This is the polygon file that defines your area of interest (AOI). By default, the
coordinate system information for this VOXI document is based on the defined
coordinate system of the selected file. If the selected polygon file does not have
a coordinate system defined, then the Define button becomes active and can
be used to define the coordinate system for the VOXI document.
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You can click the Create Polygon button to interactively create a new
polygon to define your area of interest from an existing map. If the
existing map is not already in your project, you will be prompted to load it.
If you are working with data located on a geographic (longitude, latitude)
coordinate system, use Geosoft tools to create a projected coordinate
system map from which to define a polygon.
6. For the DEM grid, click the Browse button

.

7. From the VOXI Magnetic Vector Inversion Data folder, select DEM.grd and
click Open.
This is the grid of the Earth’s surface elevation (DEM) that covers the area
defined by the supplied polygon. This DEM was downloaded from the Oasis
montaj SRTM DAP Server. You can also choose to define the surface using a
constant elevation value.
8. For Model resolution, use the default value of 500m.
9. Click OK.
The VOXI Viewer opens and displays the voxel mesh to be inverted, the areadefining polygon, and the DEM; at this point, the Add Data to VOXI message
window opens asking if you would like to run the Add Data wizard.
Figure 1.3 VOXI Viewer

Figure 1.4 Add Data To VOXI window

10. For this example, click No.
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Adding Data
You will add data after you visually inspect your model.
If you are satisfied with the model you have defined, you can click Yes to
directly run the Add Data wizard.

Adding Data
Now that you have created the voxel mesh defining your area of interest, you will
add data by selecting a Geosoft grid containing the data to be modelled.
Note that you can also use gridded data (Geosoft Grid format) as an input for
inversion.
To add data:

1. For Data source, select Grid.
2. For Sensor grid, click the Browse button.
3. From the VOXI Magnetic Vector Inversion Data folder, select
GoiasUp150.grd and click Open.
4. For Elevation definition, select Constant above terrain and enter an
Elevation value of 300.
5. Ensure the Optimise data sampling option is selected.
With this option, you can decimate the data if it is too highly sampled relative to
the size of the voxel model element. By default, a decimation factor is chosen
that will provide roughly one sample per surface voxel element.
It is highly recommended that you decimate the observed data to one
sample per cell. All observed measurements that fall within the same
element are appropriately averaged. Not decimating the data increases
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the computation time without any corresponding gain in the resolution of
the output model.
6. Click Next.
The Add Data (2/3) dialog box opens. Here you will select the type of model you
want. You have the choice of Susceptibility, Density or Vector magnetization
model. When you select the Model type, the Type of data field will update
according to your choice.
Figure 1.5 Add Data (2/3) dialog box

7. From the Model type list, select Vector Magnetization.
The Type of data automatically changes to Magnetic and additional options are
now available in the dialog box.
8. For the Absolute Error value (nT), enter 5.
By default, an Absolute error value is calculated to 5% of the standard deviation
of the data. A VOXI Inversion will attempt to fit your data until the difference
between the model prediction (the fit) and the measured data is on average less
than the Fit error.
9. For Date (YYYY/MM/DD), enter 2004/06/06.
10. Click Next.
The Add Data (3/3) dialog box opens.
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Adding Data

Figure 1.6 Add Data (3/3) dialog box

This dialog gives you options by which to remove the regional component of the
potential field data, so that the inversion can focus on localised anomalies. The
default option, Remove a linear trend background, will remove the linear
trend plane from the observed data in an attempt to eliminate the long
wavelength (regional) component of the field. The best-fit linear trend
parameters of the observed data are automatically calculated.
The Measured Data Statistics are dynamically updated to reflect the statistics
of the observed data after the removal of the suggested linear trend
background. You would expect that the Average of the data would be around
zero. If you have removed the background in the data preparation stage and are
confident in the method applied, you are encouraged not to remove it again
here.
Since there is a regional trend in this data, you will perform the background
removal.
11. Ensure the Remove a linear trend background option is selected and click
Finish.
The selected data is added to the VOXI document and displayed in the VOXI
Viewer. Note that the Run Inversion button
on the VOXI toolbar is now
active.
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Figure 1.7 VOXI Viewer with data added to model

The Database, Data locations and Residual data items are now listed under
Data in the VOXI Manager. You can turn the Residual data item on and off to
display the input field data. All data displays are coloured based on a linear
colour scheme.

Running the Inversion
At this point, you have defined your area of interest, created a voxel mesh, and
have added the data to be modelled. You will now run the inversion.
To run the inversion:
1. From the Model menu, select Run Inversion or click the Run Inversion
button

on the VOXI toolbar.

If your subscription does not support running a forward model or your number of
runs have expired, a warning dialog prompts you to upgrade or purchase new
runs from My Geosoft.
Figure 1.8 VOXI Subscription warning

After you start the inversion process, the Inversion item is added to the VOXI
Manager and the progress of the inversion is reported in the Progress log pane
in the lower-right of the VOXI Viewer.
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Figure 1.9 VOXI Viewer with inversion in progress

After the data has been uploaded, you can safely close the window
without stopping the inversion. You can revisit the session at a later
time, check the progress and ultimately the results of the inversion.
If you decide to edit your input data further while the inversion is running,
you can stop the process by clicking the Stop Process button . The
inversion will terminate immediately.
On average, the MVI process takes at least twice as long as the running
a susceptibility inversion using the same data.
2. In the VOXI Manager, expand Inversions to see the item representing the
model you are inverting.
The name of the item is composed of the type of model, and suffixed by the
current date and time stamp. All subsequent trials will appear under Inversions
with their unique date and time stamp.
The Input data item contains a copy of the input data used for this inversion
process. In subsequent trials you may modify some of the model parameters;
the snapshot of the input parameters together with the output modelled voxel
allows you to review your settings for each inversion.
Using the VOXI Journal
on the VOXI toolbar, you can enter
comments to describe the specifics of individual inversion sessions and
notes on the differences between different inversion results.
At the successful completion of the inversion, a check box is added in front of
the session name and the inversion results are displayed. This check box can
be used to turn the display of the resulting voxel model off and on in the VOXI
Viewer. The Process log is also saved in the tree list and can be viewed and
saved at any time.
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For more descriptive clarity in the 3D Viewer pane, you may want to turn off
some elements. You can try the following:
You may wish to turn off the display of the model mesh.
In the VOXI Manager, expand Area of interest and clear the check box beside
Mesh.
You may also wish to turn off the display of the data locations.
Within the Data item list in the VOXI Manager, clear the check box beside Data
locations.
Figure 1.10 VOXI Viewer with completed MVI model

As in the Oasis montaj 3D Viewer, you can select an item in the tree list and
adjust its Attributes, Clipping and Colours. For example, you can clip the
extents of the output voxel model by selecting it and adjusting the Clipping
parameters.
Now that you have run the MVI model, you will examine the results using the
Clipping tools.
To examine the MVI results:
1. In the Inversions tree, select the Vector Magnetization session.
2. In the area below the VOXI Manager, click the Clipping tab.
3. Clip along the Y axis by moving the bottom slider (bottom inward facing arrow)
with your mouse.
Observe the high magnetization volume modelled directly under the anomaly
defined by the polygon.
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Figure 1.11 Clipping Y axis to view the MVI results

Now you will reset the Y axis to the full view and clip the model based on data
values.
4. Move the bottom slider for the Y axis to the left so the full spatial extent of the
model is in view.
5. Using the Data slider, set the lower value to 0.06.
This displays only the high magnetization volumes.
Figure 1.12 Clipping data values to view MVI results

The magnetization amplitude is normalised to the total geomagnetic
field.
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Comparing the MVI Model to the Susceptibility Model
The example in this document is subject to remanent magnetization; however, the
same observed magnetic field data can also be supported by a model assuming
induced magnetization. The latter model will not be geologically realistic because
induced magnetization does not represent the correct model. If you attempt to fit
the observed data assuming induced magnetization, the resulting model will
consist of an anomalously high, large core surrounded by geologically improbable
negative susceptibilities. However, the MVI model consists of a dense, much
smaller core without any negative flanks. Geologically it is by far more realistic.
Using the following steps, you can model the same observed data with a
susceptibility model and visualise the differences.
To create the susceptibility model:
1. In the Data tree, right-click Database and select Modify.
2. Using the same parameters as in the MVI example, change the Model type to
Susceptibility.
3. Run the inversion.
When the inversion is complete, export the Susceptibility model so you can view it
in the Oasis montaj 3D Viewer with the MVI model.
To export the VOXI Susceptibility model:
1. Right-click the Susceptibility session item and select Export.
2. Use the default File name and click Save.
To compare the results in the 3D Viewer:
1. In the VOXI Manager, right-click the Vector Magnetization session item and
select Display Results in 3D Map.
The MVI model opens and is displayed in a 3D Map.
2. Open the 3D Viewer and add the Susceptibility voxel model you just exported.
3. Using the Data Clipping tools, create isosurfaces of 0.06 SI for both models;
display the MVI isosurface in red and the Susceptibility isosurface in pink.
4. Select the Susceptibility model and clip the Y axis to approximately 8197700.
Since the susceptibility model assumes only induced magnetization,
unreasonably large susceptibility lows are produced to account for the magnetic
response. Also, the very high positive susceptibilities run unreasonably deep,
indicating that the magnetic anomaly has been produced by a large volume. In
addition, the susceptibility model is shifted to the south east of the MVI model.
In reality, the magnetic response is due to a much smaller volume as resolved
by the MVI modelling.
The figure below shows a comparison of isosurfaces of 0.06 SI from the MVI
model (displayed in red) and its susceptibility counterpart (displayed in pink).
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Figure 1.13 Comparison of results from MVI model (red) and Susceptibility model (pink)
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